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Having the free CISSP study materials on Cbt-nuggets.com is one of the best ways to prepare for the test. Before going through the materials, make sure that you have a couple of
hours at your disposal and schedule the CISSP exam two days before your test . That will help you to focus on the course. You need to be comfortable with the material you've just
learned to get the best score. If you've taken the CISSP exam before, you might want to read the manual that comes with the exam, but I found that I didn't need to. The exam is

composed of multiple choice questions, and there's not a whole lot of reading required. Instead, you're reading the responses you get for each question and making sure that what
you thought was the correct answer is in fact the correct answer. if you're really serious about passing the cissp exam, you can take the prep course in any order you want, and it's

recommended that you take it in order from the most easiest to most difficult. the prep course also includes practice exams, and all the exams are multiple-choice. to pass the
exam, you need to get a score of at least 620. you can retake the prep course multiple times if you take it more than once, but you can only retake the exams once. it's wise to

take the prep course as early as possible. note: the prep course is a free resource offered by cbs interactive to help you prepare for the cissp exam. the prep course can be
downloaded or streamed and can be used in any order, and there's no obligation to purchase anything. it's a great way to get the most out of your prep for the cissp.
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the cissp is considered the
entry-level certification for

network and systems security
administrators. if you're

working in the security sector,
or plan to eventually, the cissp
is the only certification worth
having. the cissp helps cover
the fundamentals of network

and systems security by
helping you understand the

architecture of computer
security. those who complete

the cissp will receive the
following:  one (isc)2

endorsement a statement of
attainment certifying that you
have completed the cissp and
can offer it to employers and

other parties a self-
assessment tool that you can
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use to prepare for the exam a
report card that you can use to

document your
accomplishments if you want

to get a cissp certification, see
if your current company is

sponsoring the exam. see if
your company can provide at

least one sponsor. (isc)2
sponsors can be companies,

government agencies, or other
institutions such as

universities. these days, the
cissp is a valuable credential

because of the increased focus
on cybersecurity. just a few

years ago, the test was
focused primarily on

information security, and it
was more about knowing how

to implement systems and
processes. these days, the

cissp is more about managing
cybersecurity, understanding
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the laws and regulations that
pertain to cybersecurity, and

understanding the risks
involved with business and

information systems. getting
your cissp certification is a big
accomplishment, but it's not
the only one you'll earn. if

you're working in a security-
related field, a master's

degree in cybersecurity or a
second bachelor's degree in

cybersecurity is also a plus. if
you're in an information

technology field, obtaining a
csa or cisa certification is
another good way to build
your career. all of those

certifications provide a good
way to learn the skills that

you'll need to earn your cissp
certification. 5ec8ef588b
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